
-----Original Message----- 
From: K Cardus <kcardus@bartoncourt.org> 
Sent: 18 March 2019 23:36 
To: martin ferber <xxxxx> 
Cc: Bill Speed <xxxxxxx> 
Subject: Re: BCAT Consultation on a grammar satellite on the coast 
 
Dear Martin 
 
Yes decision taken by BCAT Directors 
 
Yes you can comment but have to declare your interest 
 
Kind regards 
Kirstin 
 
 
 
 
Ms K Cardus 
Executive Headteacher 
Barton Court Academy Trust 
 
Barton Court Grammar School 
Longport 
Canterbury 
CT1 1PH 
 
Tel: 01227 464600 
www.bartoncourt.org 
 
________________________________________ 
From: martin ferber <xxxxx> 
Sent: 18 March 2019 23:14 
To: K Cardus 
Cc: Bill Speed 
Subject: Re: BCAT Consultation on a grammar satellite on the coast 
 
 Noted, thanks kirstin. Can I assume as a Member BCAT I will have an opportunity to comment? Was 
the decision to follow this strategy taken by the BAT Directors? 
 
 Martin 
-------------------------------------------- 
On Mon, 18/3/19, K Cardus <kcardus@bartoncourt.org> wrote: 
 
 Subject: BCAT Consultation on a grammar satellite on the coast 
 To: "Amanda Peters (clerk@cds.kent.sch.uk)" <clerk@cds.kent.sch.uk>, "Bill Speed" <xxxxx>, "Fiona 
Adam" <xxxx>, "K Cardus" <kcardus@bartoncourt.org>, "M Blake" <mblake@bartoncourt.org>, 
"Pam Watts" <xxx>, "Pam Watts HOme" <xxxx>, "Vickie Elgar (xxxx) (xxxx), "K Cardus" 
<kcardus@bartoncourt.org>, "Martin Ferber" <xxxx>, "Peter Klappa (xxxxxxx) (xxxxx)" <xxxxx>, 
"Robert DeFougerolles" <xxxxxxxx>, "Christopher Mosley-Ferro" <xxxxx>, "David Cockburn" <exxx>, 
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"I Macaulay" <imacaulay@bartoncourt.org>, "Mark Dixon" <xxxx>, "Richard Newman" <xxxxx>, "S 
Harding" <xxxx>, "Vicky Evans" <xxxxx>, "Beth Johnson" <xxxxxxx>, "Colin Matheson" <cxxxx>, "John 
Rooney" <xxxxx>, "Paul Norman" <xxxxxx>, "Robert Gregory" <xxxx>, "Simon Salter" <sxxxxx>, 
"Stephen Beale" <xxxxxxx>, "Tracy Moon" txxxxxm> 
 Cc: "Amanda Peters (clerk@cds.kent.sch.uk)" <clerk@cds.kent.sch.uk>, "Barton Court - Clerk" 
<clerk@bartoncourt.org>, "I Macaulay" <imacaulay@bartoncourt.org> 
 Date: Monday, 18 March, 2019, 18:40 
 
 
 Dear Members, Directors, 
 Governors of BCGS and CDS 
 
 Please find attached a   consultation paper that will be issues on Wed 20 March at  9am to all 
stakeholders regarding a proposed grammar  satellite on the coast. 
 
 The application for this needs to be with the DFE on Tuesday 23 April and we are  required to 
complete a 4 week consultation prior to  submission. 
 
 The Selective School Expansion Fund SSEF is only a small pot of money and all  this last time went to 
grammar schools who were expanding on  their own site rather than an satellite due to the costs of  
this. 
 
 QE Grammar in Faversham are also now interested and will also be submitting a bid  and will be 
consulting at the same time as us. We have  agreed to do this at the same time so we don’t upstage  
each other. 
 
 The application at this stage will be more of an expression on interest rather than  any firm plans as 
a site is yet to be chosen. We hear the  outcome in the Autumn 
 
 Any questions then please 
 let me know. 
 
 Many thanks 
 Kirstin 
 
 
 Ms 
 K Cardus 
 
 Executive Headteacher 
 Barton 
 Court Academy Trust 
 
 
 Barton 
 Court Grammar School 
 
 Longport 
 
 Canterbury 
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 CT1 1PH 
 
 
 Tel: 
 01227 464600 
 
 www.bartoncourt.org 
 
 
 
 
 Barton Court Academy Trust: A company limited by  guarantee. 
 
 Registered in England - Company Number: 07711925 
 
 Registered Office: Barton Court Grammar School, Longport,  Canterbury, Kent, CT1 1PH. 
 
 
 IMPORTANT NOTICE:This e-mail message and any attached  files transmitted with it are strictly 
confidential and  intended solely for the attention of the individual or  entity to whom they are 
addressed. E-mail messages from  Barton Court Academy Trust or 
  its constituent schools may contain sensitive,  confidential, or legally privileged content and all 
usage  should abide by the Data Protection Act/GDPR. Barton Court  Academy Trust and its 
constituent schools withhold  permission for the content of e-mails to 
  be distributed without explicit authorisation. The views or  opinions presented in this email are 
solely those of the  author and do not necessarily represent those of Barton  Court Academy Trust, 
its constituent schools, Local  Governing Bodies, Directors, or 
  Trustees, unless otherwise stated. If you have received  this e-mail message in error, please forward 
it to the  sender and delete it completely from your computer system  along with any copies. 
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